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Age of Choice or Diversification?

Brazil, Portugal, and Capacity-Building in the Angolan Armed Forces

Pedro Seabra and Adriana Erthal Abdenur

Abstract: The role of South-South cooperation in peace and security has prompted new questions about how, and to what extent, these ties differ from responses implemented by traditional donor countries. However, little of this literature has taken a directly comparative approach, and there are still few studies on the role of such cooperation ties in the security domain. This article helps to fill these gaps by contrasting the roles of Portugal and Brazil in capacity-building of the Angolan Armed Forces. Portugal has long held a central role in this domain. However, that centrality has been increasingly challenged by emerging South-South defense cooperation players that claim to offer different approaches. Brazil, in particular, made considerable inroads with Angola in recent years. How has Brazil engaged with the Angolan military, and how does its approach to compare with that of Portugal? We focus on the case-study of the Angolan Navy against the backdrop of emerging maritime security issues, while addressing the question of whether or not rising powers can break the restricted club of external security providers in Africa.
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Introduction

In February 2016, a group of Angolan navy officers finished training in the Admiral Wandenkolk Training Center, in Rio de Janeiro. Although Brazil had offered this type of capacity-building to officers from Angola on previous occasions, this round of training took place within the broader context of intensifying and diversifying defense ties between the two countries. Far from occurring within a vacuum, these growing linkages have prompted new questions about the geopolitical dynamics and repercussions of emerging South-South defense cooperation, especially when compared to initiatives undertaken by donor countries.

In the case of Angola, the presence of an external actor is, in of itself, nothing particularly new. Like many developing countries, Angola has long relied on external support for the structuring and formation of its military forces, from its independence in 1975 until the present post-conflict context. Among other recurrent partners, like the US, Russia or China, Portugal has played a key role in transforming Angola’s Armed Forces. Over the past ten years, however, that position has increasingly been challenged by new players, including Brazil, who have sought new opportunities to expand their cooperation and influence abroad via defense cooperation, as illustrated by the training of Angolan officers in Rio de Janeiro.

Given that Brazil and Portugal share historical and cultural links and are both members of the Community of Portuguese Language Countries (commonly referred to by its Portuguese acronym, CPLP), the two countries might be expected to cooperate, rather than compete, in their roles in Angola. Yet this has not been the case. Instead, Portugal has increasingly found itself in direct competition with Brazil in several dimensions of military cooperation, especially in naval affairs. At the same time, the economic downturn in Brazil, coupled with prolonged political
turbulence, has also generated new uncertainties regarding Brazil's ability to sustain its own cooperation ventures with Angola.

Is this incipient dynamic representative of a wider trend throughout Africa, suggesting growing competition for influence between rising powers and former colonial ones? Do ‘newcomer approaches’ seek to loosen the lingering foothold of ‘old guard solutions,’ or are they meant to complement and coexist? In order to extract more general lessons that can provide clues as to what may be happening elsewhere in Africa, we analyze the main points of convergence and departure in the case of Angola. Even though the pool of external actors present in Angola is wide and varied, we opt to focus on Brazil and Portugal exclusively, as two different cooperation providers usually neglected by the literature, yet with presumably different approaches in this domain. We draw on official data and documentation to examine the changing configurations of Angolan defense cooperation in the naval domain with its two main Lusophone partners.

We argue that Brazil's cooperation expansion with Angola reflects a growing willingness by ‘new’ players to directly challenge established actors in terms of African security, stepping up their roles in capacity-building and providing South-South expertise to African military sectors. However, this engagement is subject to the same risks as those faced by traditional actors, particularly in the form of exposure to political and economic oscillations. In this respect, both Brazil and Portugal behave pragmatically, by filling a perceived void whenever the opportunity arises, given the constraints on their own material capacities.

The article is structured in the following manner. First, we provide an overview of how the ecology of external actors involved with African security issues has changed and diversified in the post-Cold War era, as well as a summary of the key transformations within the Angolan Armed Forces. Next, we compare and contrast Portugal's and Brazil's defense cooperation with Angola’s
Navy, examining not only the main areas of involvement, but also the various modes and styles of engagement with Angolan actors. The final section considers the implications of the findings for the broader study of external actors in African security, including via South-South cooperation, and suggests directions for further research.

**Background**

* African security: new age, more players

Given the history of colonialism in Africa, the presence of actors from outside the continent does not comprise a novelty. Indeed, the colonial enterprise was only made possible by the use of force by European powers, coupled with bureaucratic technologies and socio-economic transformations imposed upon African societies by external actors. Historical record also shows that non-European powers occasionally had a presence in Africa, as in the case of China and Middle Eastern caliphates. In the post-colonial period, many former colonial powers managed to maintain some presence and influence in their former territories, despite recurring contestation by some local actors. In addition to occasional military intervention and arms transfers, former colonial powers also retained their influence through non-coercive means, such as helping to shape African Armed Forces. However, the level of interest waxed and waned; for instance, at the end of the Cold War, external actors temporarily lost interest in Africa; it was only in the 2000s that the continent began seeing renewed external interest due to motivations that range from intensifying competition over natural resources to transnational security challenges.

At the same time that former colonial powers remained very much a presence in Africa’s security landscape, both directly and indirectly, other countries have become more relevant to
African security. In some cases, these are not ‘new’ actors but rather decades-long cooperation partners that began expanding their defense ties across the continent. For instance, the past ten years have brought about an intensification of China, India and Brazil’s footprint in Africa. While this presence has been driven primarily by trade and corporate interests, these ties have become more strategic, and the political profile of these so-called rising powers has also increased around the continent. As the assets and influence of rising powers in Africa expand, they have also become more sensitive to insecurity in Africa, and therefore invested in the prevention of conflicts by contributing towards peacekeeping, mediation, and security sector reform (SSR).

Presumably, this diversification of actors has contributed to the military sector equivalent of what development specialists call the “Age of Choice”, i.e. the broadening of the gamut of options in defense cooperation, at least insofar as some African governments are better able to leverage their increase choice of cooperation partners in order to negotiate better outcomes. However, as Ismail and Skons caution, the involvement of external actors also entails certain risks and challenges for African states, such as limitations on ownership and transparency.

From the perspective of rising powers, this expanded engagement with African security represents a number of opportunities, not only for profit but also for expanded influence and a greater say in international security issues. As China demonstrated in the 1970s, winning over African governments can prove a considerable advantage in multilateral circles, in part because the continent has so many states. Hence, rising powers that aspire to a permanent seat at the UN Security Council, may be able to find widespread support for some of their stances by deepening ties to African states (54 countries as of 2018). On the other hand, this involvement also entails different risks, insofar as rising powers become more directly exposed to instability, and to the
extent that their cooperation initiatives may be viewed as ineffective or tainted by deep power asymmetries, in a repeat of the criticisms that are often leveled at former colonial powers.

Partly in order to mitigate these risks and promote their role as cooperation partners, these rising powers often invoke concepts such as solidarity with other developing countries and horizontality in the relations that structure cooperation. Their official discourse tends to stress that their cooperation initiatives in Africa are devoid of the historical baggage of post-colonial powers, therefore constituting a desirable and more compatible alternative to assistance from the donor states. The principles of respect for national sovereignty and the non-imposition of political conditionalities on the provision of cooperation are also frequently cited as advantages for African partners, including Angola.

The transformation of the Angolan Armed Forces

The current state of the Angolan Armed Forces reflects the country’s own struggle for independence and the civil war that immediately ensued. Generally put, the contemporary context is partially the result of the integration of the armed forces of the three political movements that fought against Portuguese rule: the Movimento Popular de Libertação de Angola (MPLA -- Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola) and its Exército Popular de Libertação de Angola (EPLA -- People’s Army for the Liberation of Angola); the Frente Nacional de Libertação de Angola (FNLA -- National Front for the Liberation of Angola) and its Exército de Libertação Nacional de Angola (ELNA -- Army for the National Liberation of Angola); and the União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola (UNITA -- National Union for the Total Independence of Angola) and its Forças Armadas de Libertação de Angola (FALA -- Armed Forces for the Liberation of Angola).
After the 1975 Carnation Revolution in Portugal, the Alvor Agreement foresaw a power-sharing solution between all parties leading up to the independence of Angola. Yet previous divergences between each respective movement had already stoked internal confrontations and as soon as independence was achieved, on November 11, 1975, the MPLA took control of the capital, Luanda, and became the prevalent political force. After gaining considerable recognition as the sole legitimate government, the MPLA’s armed wing, renamed Forças Armadas Populares de Libertação de Angola (FAPLA -- Popular Armed Forces for the Liberation of Angola), soon transformed into the official national armed forces. These were tasked with continuing the fight against UNITA, particularly after the FNLA lost its international backers and became a negligible actor in the wider dispute. Several external actors, each with different stakes on the opposing warring sides, also played a part in fueling the conflict. Both the USSR and Cuba supported the MPLA, and the US and South Africa backed UNITA.\textsuperscript{vi} In addition, several private military companies helped to prolong the war and ultimately to shape its outcome.\textsuperscript{vii}

After the end of the Cold War, a military stalemate between the two warring parties ensued, especially after the withdrawal of Cuban and South African troops. In this context, the 1991 Bicesse Accords represented a renewed attempt at peace, including a first effort to promote a comprehensive reform of the different Angolan military factions. As part of the deal, the MPLA and UNITA agreed to formally establish the new Forças Armadas Angolanas (FAA -- Angolan Armed Forces), based on a complex integration framework that aimed to not only demobilize most FAPLA and FALA combatants, but also to bring all parts under a unified national chain of command.\textsuperscript{viii} However, the resumption of hostilities in 1992, due to UNITA’s refusal to recognize the results of the country’s first multi-party elections, halted the peace and integration efforts. It was only after the 2002 death of UNITA’s leader, Jonas Savimbi, and the subsequent Luena
Agreement that the civil war ended and the issue of military integration became once again the object of reform efforts.

As Angola transitioned towards a post-conflict context, its military apparatus faced lingering issues as well as key adjustments to the new status quo. On the one hand, tensions over the Cabinda enclave, claimed by separatist group Frente para a Libertação do Enclave de Cabinda (FLEC -- Front for the Liberation of the Exclave of Cabinda) required constant engagement over time. On the other hand, new challenges to the reorganization and sustainability of the existing military forces also began to emerge and needed to be tackled. First, the reintegration process between the different warring sides had to proceed, yet without jeopardizing wider reconciliation efforts. That meant reforming the different command structures and investing heavily in new joint training institutions, so as to foster a sense of national identity within the newly aggregated military forces. Second, in order to keep the barracks both content and available from an operational point of view, there was a need to develop a new purpose for the Angolan Armed Forces within the regional and international contexts. In turn, this goal entailed the possibility of playing a greater role in regional security affairs as well as in multilateral dynamics.

There were significant developments on both fronts. Internally, a new Constitution, drafted in 2010, provided an updated legal framework for the Angolan military. It also allowed new investments in higher military education institutions, such as the Escola Superior de Guerra (War College) and the Centro de Instrução de Operações de Paz (Peacekeeping Training Center). Nonetheless, in order to effectively implement those institutions, Angola continued to rely on external support. A series of high-level guidelines for the restructuring of the Angolan Armed Forces, issued in 2007, identified several countries that should be engaged in this domain. The list included only Russia, Israel, China, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Brazil, and
At the same time, enduring contrasts remained with regards to other existing militarized forces in Angola, including the presidential personal guard, often considered to be better equipped and trained than the other branches. Likewise, even though the incorporation of UNITA’s top echelons into the FAA is often considered a success story, the reintegration of the remaining demobilized rank and file troops into society did not fare as well.

Externally, Angola also proved more willing to play a greater role in its regional neighborhood. In Guinea-Bissau, for instance, the Missão Militar Angolana na Guiné-Bissau (MISSANG -- Angolan Military Mission in Guinea-Bissau), composed by more than 200 troops, was briefly deployed in 2012. Its close association with the unstable Guinean government, though, ultimately led to a new political-military crisis and prompted its shutdown. Nonetheless, this ill-fated experience did not stop other gestures of Angolan assistance to such countries as the DRC or Equatorial Guinea. Meanwhile, Angola also briefly considered contributing peacekeepers to the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in the Central African Republic (MINUSCA), after widespread violence broke out in that country in 2013. However, after an initial display of interest, the Angolan government subsequently retracted its offer due to a deteriorating scenario on the ground.

Amidst these developments, Angola’s maritime domains have attracted new interest in recent years. Although Angola has a shoreline of nearly 1,600 km, its maritime boundaries with neighboring countries remain undefined. Adding to the complexity of this scenario are the country’s sizeable offshore oil reserves and their importance to Angola’s national revenues. Yet Angola soon found itself with poor naval capabilities and few legal assurances over the full extent of its maritime sovereignty. Recognizing this situation, Angola adopted a two-pronged approach. Externally, it opted to invest considerable political capital on the Gulf of Guinea Commission
(GGC), as the multilateral instrument of choice for dealing with maritime security issues, including increased piracy attacks in the Gulf of Guinea. In that sense, Angola financed the organization’s headquarters in Luanda. Its effectiveness, however, has been curtailed due to the competition with an emergent web of overlapping regional organizations in Africa and the South Atlantic. At the same time, Angola has also opted to increase its involvement with the US-led Obangame Express exercises in the area.

Meanwhile, there were also internal changes. In 2006, the Comissão Interministerial para a Delimitação e Demarcação dos Espaços Marítimos de Angola (CIDDEMA – Inter-ministerial Commission for the Delimitation and Demarcation of Maritime Spaces of Angola) was created, with the Ministry of National Defense as its main coordinator. The CIDDEMA’s central goal consisted in carrying out the Projecto de Extensão da Plataforma Continental de Angola (PEPCA -- Project of the Continental Shelf Extension of Angola) and submitting it to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS). Then, in 2009, Angola announced the Sistema Nacional de Vigilância Marítima/Sistema de Autoridade Marítima (SNVM/SAM -- National Maritime Surveillance System and Maritime Authority System), later framed under the wider project Pró-Atlântico. This broad framework has since then languished amidst multiple other governmental initiatives, due to conflicting priorities between political and military elites.

Bureaucratic hurdles notwithstanding, the government’s growing recognition of Angola’s maritime potential contrasted with the poor state of the country’s navy. Despite the formal launch of the Programa de Desenvolvimento do Poder Naval de Angola (PRONAVAL -- Angolan Naval Build-up Program), the Navy accounts for little over 1% of the total budget for the Angolan Armed Forces, and the country’s main vessels are still operated by the Ministry of Fisheries. This scenario is further accentuated by the different maritime security issues to which Angola is
exposed. Unsurprisingly, the protection of oil platforms, natural gas wells, and shipping lanes, which comprise the main source of national revenue, takes center stage. But occasional skirmishes in Cabinda, near the DRC, are also brought up as a continuous source of concern. Cases of illegal fishing and illegal immigration stemming through the Congo River also figure high as potential security risks. However, something of a turning point came with the January 2014 attack on the Greek tanker Kerala in Angolan waters – according to some external actors, an act of piracy, but later classified by the Angolan Navy as a minor case of organized crime/oil bunkering.\textsuperscript{xx} The incident made the Angolan Navy’s equipment gaps more apparent and reinforced a perception of vulnerability to security threats coming through the sea. In turn, this provided the necessary political-military coverage to engage with additional outside support to build up Angola’s maritime capacity, thus facilitating the deepening of ties with countries like Portugal and Brazil.

**Brazil and Portugal in Angola**

*Background on Portugal-Angola Relations*

Following the protracted decolonization process, Portugal’s relations with newly-independent Angola were immediately affected by the civil war that broke out. Angolan perceptions over political preferences in Lisbon for each warring side ultimately dictated the pace and direction of bilateral relations. However, given Portugal’s growing involvement with the international attempts at peace in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the country also began to play a bigger role in the efforts to unify the different armed forces and create the FAA, under the Bicesse Accords. This goal was pursued through the *Comissão Conjunta para a Formação das Forças Armadas Angolanas* (CCFA -- Joint Commission for the Formation of the Angolan Armed Forces), which essentially worked under Portugal’s coordination, with the assistance of the UK and France. Even though the
bulk of these efforts were reversed with the lapse into war, they resulted in the first organizational guidelines for integrated national armed forces, which were fully adopted starting in 2002.\textsuperscript{xxi}

Meanwhile, Portugal began contributing to multilateral peace efforts in Angola. As shown in Table 1, even though Portugal skipped the first UN Verification Mission in Angola (UNAVEM) (1988-1991), its Armed Forces and military police actively participated in the successive operations, namely UNAVEM II (1991-1995) and III (1995-1997), as well as in the \textit{Missão de Observação das Nações Unidas em Angola} (MONUA -- UN Observer Mission in Angola) (1997-1999).\textsuperscript{xxii}

\begin{center}
[Insert Table 1 here]
\end{center}

The final element of the Portugal-Angola defense partnership was a joint technical-military agreement signed in 1996. The agreement provided the first formal framework for further bilateral activities, including collaboration between their respective Armed Forces for training and logistics under humanitarian operations, possible opportunities for joint defense industrial ventures, support for the internal organization of the different Angolan military branches and the local Ministry of Defense, and even the creation of Angola’s National Defense Institute.\textsuperscript{xxiii}

\textit{Portugal’s current cooperation with Angola}

Portugal’s military cooperation with its Lusophone partners is structured around multiannual plans and has followed a consistent path over the years. At its core lies the linking of security and development, as emphasized by the 2009 Portuguese National Security and Development Strategy,
which aimed for greater efficiency in the country’s engagement in fragile situations with partner countries, especially with Lusophone ones. Most international defense initiatives have been led by the Ministry of Defense, with specific technical sub-divisions helping to ensure some continuity across political cycles. Portuguese cooperation mechanisms range from assistance in the definition of defense policies; the adoption of codes of conduct that adhere to international law, human rights and international humanitarian law; the re-organization of the armed forces; military training and instruction; and support for the partner country's' insertion in multilateral organizations.xxiv

However, the 2010 financial crisis that hit Portugal, and the international bailout program that ensued, seemed to threaten the sustainability of these foreign assistance programs and led Portuguese authorities to readjust the country’s approach. New emphasis was placed on co-ownership and cost-sharing with international partners, both for general cooperation and for more specific initiatives within the defense cooperation framework.xxv Despite these programmatic changes, relations with Angola were not deeply affected, with the number of Portuguese instructors assigned to the country remaining more or less constant, as shown in Table 2.

[Insert Table 2 here]

More importantly, and following a similar trend with regards to other Lusophone partners, Portuguese officials sought to complement the previous emphasis on Army-related initiatives and to adapt the existing cooperation to new priorities and threats, with a focus on the maritime domain.xxvi The naval component of Portugal’s defense cooperation with Angola thus became more prominent. This dimension included technical support to the Joint Chiefs Staff of the Navy
and to the overall development of national maritime surveillance structures. Portugal also began helping with the organization and functioning of Angola’s naval training facilities. This last element became a clear priority, as displayed in Table 3. Multiple training opportunities were offered in both Portugal and in Angola, with Angolan military institutions such as the *Escola de Fuzileiros Navais* (Marine Academy) and the *Academia Naval* (Naval Academy) receiving the bulk of on-the-ground assistance.

[Insert Table 3 here]

Following preliminary discussions held in 2010, Portugal and Angola signed a memorandum of understanding the following year that foresaw the exchange of experiences and consultations with the *Estrutura de Missão para a Extensão da Plataforma Continental* (EMEPC -- Portuguese Task Group for the Extension of the Continental Shelf), designed to support the execution of the Angolan PEPC. This initiative, in turn, involved the subcontracting of a private Portuguese company, *Subacoustics*, tasked with processing the hydrographic data from the Angolan continental shelf. Further support was also provided through Portugal’s *Mar Aberto* (Open Seas) Initiative, which was launched in 2008 with the purpose of fostering maritime security capabilities of Lusophone partners by sending Portuguese vessels on good-will visits. Ships such as NRP *Bartolomeu Dias* (2014, 2015), NRP *Figueira da Foz* (2015) and NRP *Vasco da Gama* (2016) paid regular port call visits to Luanda, providing additional capacity-building opportunities to Angolan personnel.
Finally, Portuguese authorities also attempted to meet some of the growing local demands for military equipment. Recognizing the existing market niche and the possibility of maximizing efforts, in 2013 public defense holding EMPORDEF proposed a naval construction package to the Angolan Navy, which would include three coastal speedboats and two oceanic patrol vessels at a total cost of €60 million. This initiative would be accompanied by two other industrial-related projects, one in local military communications and another involving the construction of a maintenance center, to be used by every branch of the FAA. However, a highly-publicized spat over the alleged prosecution of Angolan officials by Portuguese courts over corruption charges led the negotiations to come to a halt.\textsuperscript{xxvii} Those bilateral developments, in turn, opened the door to other external actors to step in and explore their own cooperation with Angola.

\textit{Background on Brazil-Angola relations}

Contemporary relations between Brazil and Angola began with the former’s swift recognition of Angolan independence in 1975. Brazil had previously supported Portugal’s position at the UN opposing self-determination for its colonies, and that policy change led to favorable relations with the MPLA from the start. The deepening of ties also allowed for considerable Brazilian private investments in Angola, mostly focused on infrastructure and energy, which helped to maintain bilateral relations afloat during the subsequent period.\textsuperscript{xxviii}

There were also bursts of Brazilian defense cooperation with Angola along two lines. On the one hand, and much like Portugal, Brazil participated in the different international peacekeeping missions deployed in Angola, as shown in Table 4. In fact, Brazil held the command of the military observers of the first two UNAVEM, while sending a considerably significant contingent for the third mission. Moreover, Brazil’s participation in UNAVEM III sparked
Angola’s interest in having a Brazilian Technical Military Cooperation Mission on the ground. Following the visit of Brazilian President Fernando Henrique Cardoso to Luanda, in 1996, discussions began the following year over a general agreement to install an engineering company from the Brazilian Army, along with a military health component and a permanent liaison office, for a total budget of under R$38 million.\textsuperscript{xxix} However, once again, the resumption of hostilities in Angola brought the cooperation to a standstill.

At the same time, Brazil made some inroads with arms procurement, as Brazil’s defense industry sought to secure new markets overseas for its products. That expansion included, for example, the sale by EMBRAER, the Brazilian airplane company, of 2 EMB-11 MP aircraft and 8 EMB-312 Tucano trainer aircraft to Angola, in 1986 and 1998, respectively. But these advances also entailed a significant number of light weapons and ammunitions. Between 1992 and 2002, as demand during the war skyrocketed, Brazil sold Angola material worth nearly US$11.7 million.\textsuperscript{xxx}

\textit{Brazil’s current cooperation with Angola}

Amidst its wider strategy for Africa, devised during the Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva government (2003-2010) and followed, to some extent, by his successor, Dilma Rousseff (2011-2016), Brazil pushed for an extensive defense cooperative agenda framed under a renewed conceptualization of the South Atlantic within its foreign and defense policies.\textsuperscript{xxxi} This agenda included a series of new defense cooperation agreements, joint exercises, training opportunities, and the overseas
promotion of Brazil’s national defense industry with multiple partners along the Atlantic coastline. Much like other rising powers, Brazil promoted these initiatives as driven by South-South solidarity and horizontality, in order to present itself as a desirable alternative to other cooperation actors. However, most of these initiatives remained dispersed between the Ministry of Foreign Relations (known as Itamaraty) – and more specifically its Agência Brasileira de Cooperação (ABC -- Brazilian Cooperation Agency) –, the Ministry of Defense, and the different branches of the Armed Forces.

For Brazil, Angola was a coveted cooperation partner due to previous historical-cultural linkages, the country’s mineral wealth, and its strategic location in Africa. In addition, in the 2000s Angola was experiencing considerable economic growth and represented an expanding regional market. Accordingly, after the signing in 2010 of a Strategic Partnership and its accompanying Defense Cooperation Agreement, new developments in the defense domain picked up speed.\textsuperscript{xxxii} Brazil began placing a new emphasis on training opportunities for foreign officers and troops in its military institutions. Even though data is scarce given the large number of Brazilian military institutions involved, official estimates indicate that, between 2001 and 2011, up to 22 Angolans received naval training in Brazil.\textsuperscript{xxxiii}

Meanwhile, the two governments also launched discussions over possible cooperation on maritime delimitation efforts, following the exploratory contacts that had started in 2004.\textsuperscript{xxxiv} The result was the signing, on April 2011, of a Technical Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation in the framework of the Survey and Extension of the Angolan Continental Shelf. The purpose of this agreement was threefold: to provide assistance over the delimitation of Angola’s continental shelf; to help identify untapped natural resources in the surrounding oceanic area for future exploration; and to train Angolan specialists in Brazilian institutions. The first two goals
were entrusted to the Brazilian public defense company EMGEPRON, which then subcontracted Brazilian consultancy company Mar, Ambiente e Geologia to carry out the technical coordination and execution of PEPCA as well as the interpretation of the data. Simultaneously, four postgraduate positions in Geology and Maritime Geophysics at Universidade Federal Fluminense, in Rio de Janeiro state, were made available for Angolan officials, while a series of training seminars were organized in Angola to build capacity among CIDDEMA’s staff.

These efforts were then reinforced by port call visits paid by Brazilian vessels Barroso (V-34), Apa (P-121) and Araguari (P-122) to Luanda in 2010, 2014 and 2016, respectively. Likewise, operational planning began for the multinational exercise code-named ATLANTIC TIDINGS, which sought to bring together the navies of such countries as Angola, Brazil, the DRC, Namibia, and South Africa along the African coastline. Yet, as the bilateral relations intensified, focus was also placed on the creation of a local defense industry in Angola, as an integral part of the wider defense cooperation drive with Brazil. In 2013, the idea warranted a specific declaration of intent by both countries’ Ministers of Defense, which recognized such a goal as a “factor of development and generator of employment, as well as of reduction of the Angolan Armed Forces foreign dependence on the acquisition of equipment and logistical means” (our translation). When visiting Luanda, then-Defense Minister Celso Amorim summed up the rationale behind Brazil’s contributions in these areas by stating that countries that “get along should also mutually contribute to their defense capacity. (...) Of course, selling [defense equipment] is not a sin and it is good. But [only if it is done] with the purpose of fomenting investment, partnerships, for the production of defense products here in Angola. That is the meaning of our cooperation” (our translation).
The most significant purchase occurred on September 2014. Following a technical MoU signed between the two Defense Ministries, both countries laid the ground for the implementation of Angola’s PRONAVAL. At an estimated cost of US$ 170 million, the construction of seven 500t Macaé-class patrol vessels was formalized, with the first four to be built in Brazil and the remaining three in Angola, in a new local shipyard also included in the deal. Furthermore, Brazil committed itself to providing the training and qualifications that Angolan Navy personnel would need to operate and maintain the acquired vessels.

This entire agenda, however, began to unravel in 2015 as Brazil’s economic woes began to deepen and the country entered into a recession, coupled with considerable political turbulence and an anti-corruption drive (the Lava-Jato, or “Carwash” Operation) that affected major Brazil-based corporations operating abroad. Some with a significant presence in Angola, like construction conglomerate Odebrecht, went as far as to admit long-standing bribery practices with local Angolan officials. In this context, Brazil’s defense cooperation overtures started to retract. By early 2016, for instance, the lauded shipbuilding deal with Angola had broken down entirely, due to the lack of logistical capacity from Brazilian shipyards to fulfill the agreed-upon delivery schedule.xxxviii

Similarities, variation, and bargaining

The Portuguese and Brazilian defense cooperation approaches demonstrate considerable similarities. Even if this convergence is the product of uncoordinated actions and takes place in a non-deliberate fashion, the reliance on similar tools of engagement is striking. For instance, both countries heavily emphasize capacity-building, especially training, in tandem with efforts to meet Angolan demands for military equipment. Moreover, both countries work to enhance their
respective visibility in Angola and to signal their willingness to support change within the FAA through recurrent visits by naval vessels. Finally, both countries follow the same *modus operandi* with regards to technical-scientific cooperation by sub-contracting private companies to do the bulk of the work.

We can advance three non-competing explanations for this state of affairs. First, it is possible that these two actors are essentially emulating best practices, or that their initiatives in Angola simply reflect the most common patterns of engagement by external powers in the military sector, regardless of whether they are a former colonial power or an emerging one. Indeed, it is not uncommon for external security providers to rely on similar tools and venues that may herald longer-term dividends. In other words, Portugal and Brazil hardly prove innovators in this particular domain and mostly follow international cooperation standards.

Second, there may be a degree of interaction between external providers through multilateral platforms that also fosters an institutional isomorphism among defence cooperation practices. In this case, both Brazil and Portugal actively contributed to the peacekeeping efforts during the Angolan civil war and thus gained key insights over the local environment. But perhaps more importantly, the defence cooperation configuration of the CPLP in itself has also provided steady exchange opportunities, whether through the semi-regular FELINO joint exercise or through annual meetings between Defence Ministers, Armed Forces and Navy Chiefs of Staff. Hence, it does add substance to the argument that when brought together, these countries might indeed “speak the language of security” and therefore opt for common modes of engagement.

Third, Brazil and Portugal have long cooperated bilaterally in the military sector and have thus accumulated considerable experience in the exchange of experiences and approaches. For instance, between 2001 and 2011, Brazil had 21 Navy officials assigned to various joint training
missions with Portugal. Moreover, in 2010, a joint Portuguese-Brazilian team explored the possibility of trilateral cooperation projects in São Tomé and Príncipe concerning military infrastructure. These recurrent interactions may partially explain the convergence of approaches seen in Angola. Or, to put it differently, competition for niche opportunities in the same targeted countries does not necessarily comprise a zero-sum game and might instead be subsidiary or accessory to previous partnerships.

Some slight differences, however, can be found in the specific contents of the training opportunities made available to Angolan military, outside of Angola. Even though Portugal does not offer a distinct Navy course for allied nations, it does provide access to a standard course for Portuguese Navy officers, namely the Curso de Promoção a Oficial Superior da Marinha (CPOS) at the Military University Institute, in Lisbon. Running 1,500 hours, it is essentially aimed at higher-ranking officers, with an emphasis on naval strategy, maritime sciences, and maritime law. Inversely, Brazil offers a specific Navy course for foreign military personnel, namely the Curso de Formação de Oficiais para Marinhas Amigas (CFOMA) at the Admiral Wandenkolk Training Center, in Rio de Janeiro, which runs longer (2380 hours) and is more tailored for low-ranking officers. It also provides a heavy technical-professional component and, unlike the Portuguese course, offers an ‘embedded option’ using its own vessels.

Another more significant divergence between these cooperation arrangements concerns the time period over which the initiatives were developed. More specifically, while Portugal’s cooperation goes back to 1996, in the Brazilian case inroads were made much more recently and very rapidly. There is little doubt, as can be inferred from Figure 1, that 2010 and 2011 saw a surge in Brazilian military cooperation with Angola, as measured in expenses incurred through training
of Angolan officers. In fact, in 2011 alone the amount spent with the training of Angolan military officials in Brazilian military institutions reached over €434,000, surpassing Portuguese figures.

[Insert Figure 1 here]

However, this temporal analysis demands three caveats. First, there are important differences in data. Namely, the Brazilian numbers cited above only represent budget estimates and not the actual amounts spent. In fact, of the nearly €709,000 allocated for training opportunities in Brazil between 2010 and 2013, only around €280,000 was effectively spent, due to insufficient numbers of Angolan participants (meaning that some slots remained unfilled) and other bureaucratic constraints. Second, unlike Brazil’s cooperation that is primarily offered through Brazilian military institutions, Portugal’s initiatives in the sector are not limited to training slots in Portuguese institutions, but instead heavily favor training in-country, as shown in Table 3. Despite the lingering effects of an international bailout package granted to Portugal, the country still managed to spend €1.13 million in 2013 alone, in multiple technical-cooperation activities throughout Angola, following a similar pattern in previous years. And third, claims of an apparent rise of Brazilian defense cooperation with Angola need to take into account the budgetary retraction already exhibited in recent years, as also shown in Figure 1.

That last factor points to an understated similarity between the existing modes of engagement of rising and former colonial powers; namely, the shared risk of exposure to economic crises, which can threaten previously established relations (in the case of Portugal) or curtail previously announced initiatives (in the case of Brazil). Regardless, the amounts pictured above demonstrate that the levels of investment by these countries are not yet comparable. In 2011, with
less than the amount spent by Brazil, Portugal trained nearly as many Angolan officers in its military institutions as its Brazilian counterparts did over a decade. This retraction calls into question the hype surrounding recent Brazilian cooperation in the Angolan military sector, since the funding failed to match the plans and ambitions expressed by Brazilian and Angolan leaders during the Lula years in particular. This might partly explain why, in early 2018, new Defense Minister Salviano Sequeira only highlighted Russia, China, Cuba and Portugal as Angola’s current main strategic defense partners.xliii

However, economic crises can also showcase degrees of unexpected endurance in cooperation flows. Indeed, Portugal managed to maintain the bulk of its cooperation projects with Angola under the worst economic duress in recent years. Despite the abovementioned logistical woes, it is not unconceivable that Brazil might achieve a similar feat, as the case of its long-standing partnership with the Namibian Navy attests.xliv In fact, between 2011 and 2016, a further 87 Angolan officers were already trained in Brazilian Navy institutions, nearly four times more than in the previous decade.xlv This provides tentative evidence of an institutional resilience and operational autonomy amidst the official structures of external security providers, seemingly impermeable to exogenous shocks, that also needs to be taken into consideration.

These tentative inferences may prompt the question of whether Africa is indeed facing an ‘Age of Choice’, which implies the ability to choose among different approaches, or merely just an ‘Age of Diversification,’ in which more external actors compete but offering similar cooperation packages. In the case of Angola, Brazil and Portugal are not on equal footing in terms of the scope and scale of what they are able to offer. Regardless, Angola bargains between both countries in order to reap better outcomes while seeking to address the military needs it has identified in recent years. Two examples illustrate this dynamic. The first concerns Angola’s
program for the expansion of the continental shelf, which received support from both Brazil and Portugal. Despite aiming for the same end result, neither partner officially collaborated with each other. However, that was never Angola’s primary goal, as it was focused on obtaining much needed technical expertise, regardless of how many external partners contributed to the final outcome. With the bulk of the work finished in 2012, the country was then able to file its formal submission to the CLCS the following year.

The second example concerns the competition to resupply the Angola’s Navy with new hardware. Despite Portugal’s bid, Brazil eventually secured the coveted contract in 2014. However, as stated before, as soon as Brazilian internal woes began to jeopardize the deal, Angola pulled the plug and started searching for alternatives. This, in of itself, was not entirely a novelty; previous unsuccessful military bids had followed the same route. In 2011, for instance, negotiations began with Germany for 6 to 8 patrol vessels, ranging between €10 to €25 million each, but the deal eventually fell through.\textsuperscript{xiv} This was followed by a new contract, totaling €122 million, with Italy on December 2015 for maritime surveillance equipment and two speedboats. Finally, on September 2016, the entire process of reequipping the Angolan Navy took yet another abrupt turn when Angola formally announced that it had contracted another 17-military patrol and transport vessels to a Middle Eastern shipbuilding group under a €495 million package. Angola’s ‘shopping around’ illustrates how a country may try to secure a better bargain by playing the field of potential partners.

However, Angola’s behavior is not entirely explained by the ‘Age of Diversification’ effect alone. Rather, the umbilical connections between political and economic interests, which have characterized most public tenders in Angola over the past 25 years, also need to be considered, particularly given that state procurement bids tend to offer ample possibilities for private gains by
key politically connected individuals.xlvii On the other hand, the country’s own economic downturn -- partly a result of the drop in the price of oil (which represents one-third of the country’s GDP) starting in mid-2014 and its impact on Angolan revenues -- has also played a part in the somewhat erratic announcements about military cooperation deals, especially hardware acquisitions. Recent data shows that the Angolan defense budget went from US$6.85 billion in 2014 to US$4.44 billion in 2015 and further downwards to US$2.97 billion in the following year. Although 2017 witnessed a slight rebound ($US3.23 billion), the sector remains heavily contingent on the economy picking up again.xlviii These internal variations, and not just the drivers in external actors, must be also taken into account.

Conclusion

While the role of external actors in African military sectors is far from a novelty, in the past decade there has been a broadening of the spectrum of actors involved in reforming the Armed Forces of African states. In particular, alongside former colonial powers and established assistance providers, rising powers have made inroads in some parts of the continent. Their claims to provide a more horizontal and solidary modality of cooperation are designed to underscore the presumed differences between their initiatives and those of the first group. These claims have also contributed towards the perception of an ‘Age of Choice,’ in which African actors may be able to leverage the wider array of cooperation partners so as to negotiate the best deals according to their demands.

In the case of Angola, the government has tried to proceed with major acquisitions, reforms, and external outreach in order to both keep the barracks calm in a still ongoing post-transition context while substantiating the country’s regional leadership aspirations. The presence
of both Portugal and Brazil provides an opportunity to contrast the actual practices of a ‘traditional’ and rising power donor, beyond their discursive claims. The comparison shows that there is considerable convergence among their institutional frameworks, training efforts, equipment provision offers, and also in their exposure to economic downturns. Portugal has experienced some decrease in its involvement in Angola but maintains an important role within the overall transformation of the Angolan armed forces. As for Brazil, even though its efforts have been curtailed by the economic slowdown and political turbulence that began in 2015, it still made significant headways as a newcomer in this domain.

This convergence suggests that, rather than an Age of Choice characterized by the availability of external actors offering very different approaches, Africa is instead presented with an Age of Diversification, in which there are more external actors but not necessarily widespread innovation in military sector transformation practices. However, this conclusion is tentative as the ability to generalize from the Angolan case is limited by a number of factors. First, we do not sufficiently account for other external actors in Angola like the US, Russia or China, who are also engaged in their own defense overtures. Second, it is noticeable a lack of systematized data on Brazilian capacity-building practices, which hampers a more in-depth evaluation of its full impact on the Angolan security sector. And third, the county’s political economy and its fast-changing dynamics need to be more actively brought to the forefront of analysis. When combined, these restrictions underscore the lack of more regular observation of the efforts undertaken in this domain throughout Africa, in general, and Angola in particular. But above all, they further stress the need for future research to examine more intensively the nature and contours of the new dynamics heralded by rising powers in the wider capacitation of African Armed Forces.
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However, the revision of the 2003 Strategic Concept of Defense and Security is yet to be finalized while a new National Defense and Armed Forces Law, approved by the Angolan Parliament in 2012, is also yet to be fully implemented.


These efforts have included over the years the training of several hundred Equatorial-Guinean policemen in Malabo as well as over 14,000 Congolese soldiers, mostly in the Kitona base, Western DRC. See,
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However, unlike their Angolan counterparts, the Brazilian Congress has yet to ratify the Defense Cooperation Agreement. This situation is not unique to Angola, but rather extends to the other defense cooperation agreements Brazil signed during this period and has not impeded overall cooperation from moving forward.


However, despite the exercise being first scheduled for September 2013, it was eventually “cancelled by the lead nation, Angola, due to capacity challenges”, and since then, repeatedly postponed. Department of Defence of South Africa, Annual Report FY 2013/2014 (Cape Town: Department of Defence, 2014), 80.
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Values for Brazilian defense cooperation only became available in a systematic format from 2010 onwards. For the purpose of comparison with Portuguese cooperation, they were converted and rounded from dollars into euros.


